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STORY OF THE GLOVES
Fighting Pretty Founder, Kara Frazier
(middle) received a pair of mini pink
boxing gloves from her college
friend's mom, Meg O'Hanlon (not
pictured). Kara sent them to Jen
Lincoln, who then sent to Sandy Sopp.
Sandy sent them to Dorothy Schilder
(on right), who passed them to Janet
Boname (on left). Janet gave them
back to her daughter, Jen. Carol Sopp
and Judy Hafner (both pictured) are
huge supporters of Fighting Pretty.
 

Fighting Pretty began as an effort to help women battling
cancer to feel less alone, to be able to look at themselves
in the mirror and see a strong, beautiful woman. Fighting
Pretty was founded on the idea that each of us are
women, not just cancer patients - we are more than our
cancer. 

Our founder, Kara Frazier, was diagnosed with Stage 3
breast cancer at age 26. After undergoing chemotherapy,
radiation, double mastectomy and more, it was hot pink
lipstick and a gifted pair of mini pink boxing gloves that
helped her feel strong and beautiful. 

Once Kara finished treatment, she wanted to send on her
strength. She passed on her gloves to five other women
battling all types of cancer, and Fighting Pretty was born. 

Since 2013, Fighting Pretty has impacted over 26,000
women in all 50 US states and 19 countries globally and
has been recognized on the Today Show, at the New York
Stock Exchange and in Gap Body and Ulta Beauty
Campaigns. 
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About 
Fighting Pretty

May Jen Lincoln and Sandy Sopp rest
in peace and may their beautiful souls
live on forever. 



A word from
our founder

In our tenth year as a non-profit, I am
honored and excited about what we have
accomplished over the years. 

Looking back on 2013, when Fighting
Pretty began as just an idea from my
apartment in Brooklyn, NY, I never could
have imagined the impact we have been
able to make across the globe.

I have driven past cars in Oregon and
New Jersey on many occasions and have
seen pink gloves hanging from rearview
mirrors. I have received calls from family
members and friends across the USA
stating the same.  

Kara Frazier
We have received emails and requests from large and small brands wanting to collaborate.
We were featured on the Today Show! Rang the New York Stock Exchange closing bell!
Spoke with Halle Barry, Juliana Hough, Rachel Zoe and Diane von Furstenberg about our
mission! And the list goes on - but that's not the point. Most importantly, we have helped
over 26,000 women remember how strong, beautiful and amazing they are. 

We have created a platform generating connections and friendships between women who
live across the country that will last a lifetime. We have created a safe space for women to
share their secrets, fears and hopes with other women who understand on the deepest
level. Plus, Fighting Pretty is mentoring the next generation of women leaders at colleges
and universities through empowerment and entrepreneurship. 

Our mission is to help all women battling cancer feel strong and beautiful. As the years fly
by, it is evident how this mission not only helps the women battling cancer, but the
community surrounding it as well. 

Thank you to our donors, volunteers, community and staff for "Fighting Pretty" along with
us! Your strength gives us strength! Here's to 10 years and a million more!
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Impacting more women
every year
When Kara sent her gloves
and some makeup to Jen
Lincoln, the first Pretty
Package entered in the world.
From then on, anyone could
request that Fighting Pretty
send a Pretty Package to a
friend, colleague, or loved one
- any where in the world. These
Pretty Packages were made
up so all kinds of random
donations: scarves, socks,
skincare - whatever we had on
hand! But they always
contained our signature mini
boxing gloves and a bright
lipstick, our symbols to stay
strong and believe in your
beauty.

With the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Fighting
Pretty office (like so many others) was closed for a time.
While sitting on a zoom staff call, our team realized that
we were needed more than ever. Women were still being
diagnosed everyday, they were still in treatment, and now
it was even scarier to be a cancer patient because they
were already immune-compromised, isolated, and now
had to attend scary appointments and treatments
completely alone. Fighting Pretty had to step in!
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We began partnering with hospitals, treatment centers,
and cancer support organizations all over the country to
donate Strength & Beauty kits to their patients. As always,
these kits contain mini boxing gloves and a clean lipstick.
That first year, we sent out 3,000 Kits! Since then, the
Strength & Beauty program has continued to grow. In
2022, Fighting Pretty was honored to partner with 50
organizations in 23 states, totaling over 6,500 Kits. The
feedback from both patients and health care partners has
been incredible.

www.fightingpretty.org
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Hear from our
community
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"To me, Fighting Pretty means making the
choice to get up every day with the intention
of trying to get the most out of my day no
matter what. It means living and speaking my
truth and not letting cancer define my
identity or my day." 

Sabrina
Strength & Beauty Kit Recipient

www.fightingpretty.org

"We made the kits available for patients today
and have already received many messages of
gratitude. Thank you so much for the
generous donation. We are honored to share
Fighting Pretty with our community!"

Annie
Samaritan Cancer Center
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Our Community
of Women

Women come to Fighting Pretty looking for others who
understand, a place where they don't have to explain
their struggles, and can share their scars, trauma,
exhaustion, and hope. 

Through our social media channels, Fighting Pretty
shares inspiration, tips and "Cancer Hacks" with over
18,000 followers. Additionally, through monthly virtual
"Fighting Pretty Conversations" we discuss personal
topics with women all across the USA. 

Our Fighting Pretty through Cancer Facebook group is an incredible outlet as well. This
private group grew by 30% in 2022, reaching over 1,000 members battling all types of
cancer at every stage. It has become a vibrant, dynamic space for women to ask questions,
gain support and create connections with other women from all over the world. 

Over the years, we have seen what "Fighting Pretty"
means to our community. For some, it helps to wear
henna, workout, go running or take baths. For others,
it's a certain pair of shoes that give power, or a pair of
earrings that can help a woman feel beautiful. 

www.fightingpretty.org

In 2021, we launched a Brand Ambassador program to
empower women truly Fighting Pretty to share their 
 stories and uplift others along the way. Expanding
from two women to eight in 2022, the  Brand
Ambassadors represent women Fighting Pretty all over
and have enabled us to grow a more universal
presence now than ever before. 

Fighting Pretty is founded on sisterhood. The first pair of
boxing gloves were given to five women, and ten years
later, their hope has been passed on to thousands.
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Student
Ambassadors

Fighting Pretty resonates with
everyone. We have partnered with
Student Ambassador Teams at The
Ohio State University and University
of Missouri Columbia (Mizzou). 

These passionate young people
have fundraised thousands of
dollars and helped just as many
women in their own communities.
We are honored to be a small part
of shaping the next generation.

www.fightingpretty.org

Community
Partners

Fighting Pretty is so grateful for the
incredible organizations we have
partnered with this year. Some have been
long time friends like Brides for a Cause
and Ulta Beauty. Some are brand new,
like PostDoc Brewing, Renewal by
Andersen and Great Notion Brewing. The
support of these companies has helped
us grow and expand both our team and
our programs.
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10 years of Fighting Pretty
Since 2013, Fighting Pretty has gone through many evolutions as an organization. We have
stayed nimble, reactive and yet strategic - always making sure we stay true to our mission.

By sending one-off Pretty Packages 10 years ago to donating thousands of mini Pretty
Packages known as Strength and Beauty Kits per year, we are now helping more women
stay strong and feel beautiful than ever. By 2026, we hope to have helped 100,000 woman
battling all types of cancer all over the globe. 

No matter how our programming has evolved, we have always come back to three impact
areas:

To support these impact areas, we have created the following strategies for programming:

OUTREACH TO HOSPITALS & CANCER SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS
Fighting Pretty works with hospitals and cancer organizations to send Strength and
Beauty Kits full of inspiration and empowerment tools to stay strong and get connected
with others in their fight.

ACCESS TO RESOURCES
Fighting Pretty offers monthly virtual events providing free access to support resources,
coaches and more to support women through the emotional side effects of cancer
treatment. Plus, we offer free beauty events providing empowering opportunities for
women battling cancer. 

INCLUSIVITY AMONG CANCER COMMUNITIES
Fighting Pretty is inclusive for women battling all types of cancer across the world. We
have brand ambassadors that represent different types of cancer at different stages to
serve as key resources for women newly diagnosed, in treatment, metastatic, or any stage
of survivorship. Plus, we offer items in our store for all cancer types when gifting Pretty
Packages.

www.fightingpretty.org

SELF
EMPOWERMENT

EDUCATION & 
SUPPORT

COMMUNITY
BUILDING
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Thank you to our 2022
Strength & Beauty Recipients

www.fightingpretty.org

NEW JERSEY
ATLANTIC HEALTH/CHILTON MEDICAL CENTER
SUSSEX COUNTY YMCA LIVESTRONG PROGRAM

EVOLVE PINK
MOVE OVER BREAST CANCER

 
NEW MEXICO

SAN JUAN REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
 

NORTH CAROLINA
CONE HEALTH, WESLEY LONG CANCER CENTER

 
NORTH DAKOTA

BISMARCK CANCER CENTER
 

OREGON
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

ASIAN CANCER RESOURCES SUPPORT & SERVICES
BEND CANCER CENTER

CELILO CANCER CENTER
COLUMBIA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

EAST PORTLAND COMMUNITY HEMATOLOGY ONCOLOGY
NARA

NORTHWEST FAMILY SERVICES
OHSU DERMATOLOGY

PINK SISTAS
SAMARITAN CANCER RECOURCES CENTER

 
OKLAHOMA

TULSA RACE FOR THE CURE
 

WASHINGTON
CANCER CARE NORTHWEST
NATIVE JOURNEY WOMAN
PINK LEMONADE PROJECT

 
UTAH

OGDEN REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
REVERE HEALTH

 
VIRGINIA

CANCER & BLOOD SPECIALISTS
INOVA SCHAR CANCER INSTITUTE

ONCOLOGY/HEMATOLOGY OF LOUDON & RESTON

ALASKA
PROVIDENCE ANCHORAGE

 
ARIZONA

BLOOD AND CANCER SPECIALISTS
CASTING FOR RECOVERY

 
CALIFORNIA

AIS CANCER CENTER
CLEARITY FOUNDATION

 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

GEORGETOWN, OURISMAN BREAST CENTER
 

FLORIDA
FLORIDA CANCER SPECIALISTS 

PINK I CAN
ZETA TAU ALPHA

 
IDAHO

TETON CANCER INSTITUTE 
 

ILLINOIS
ADVOCATE CHRIST MEDICAL CENTER

 
INDIANA

CHEMO BUDDIES
ONCOLOGY HEMATOLOGY

 
IOWA

HEARTLAND ONCOLOGY & HEMATOLOGY
 

KANSAS
CANCER ACTION KANSAS CITY

 
LOUISIANA

BENSON CANCER CENTER
 

MARYLAND
CENTER FOR CANCER AND BLOOD DISORDERS 

KAUFMAN CANCER CENTER
 

MICHIGAN
GILDA'S CLUB DETROIT

 
MISSOURI 

TMC BLOCH CANCER CENTER 
 

NEVADA
HOPE CANCER CENTER

LAS VEGAS BREAST CANCER WARRIORS
RENOWN HEALTH

 
 



Thank you to our
incredible donors

10 BARREL BREWING
103 COLLECTION
ADORE DAY SPA

ALASKA AIRLINES
ALLISON STARKEY

ANOTHER MOTHER RUNNER
ARTS OF ATTRACTION

AVYN APPAREL
BIEZE FAMILY FOUNDATION

BIG OYSTER BREWING
BRIDES FOR A CAUSE

CAROL SOPP
CANCER FASHIONISTA

CLACKAMAS COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
DELOITTE LP

DONNI CIMMERY
EDGE FAMILY FITNESS
EMPOWHER EVENTS

FAITH HOME HEALTHCARE
FRENCHIE'S MODERN NAIL CARE

GIDI PROMOTIONS
GLAMBEAUTY SALON

GLEN ROCK, NJ CHEERLEADERS
GREAT NOTION BREWING

HANDFUL
HUMBLE BRANDS

JAZZERCISE
 
 

JENNIFER MCNASSER
J. MCLAUGHLIN OF ANDOVER

JULIANA HANSEN, MD
KETTY MILLER

KINSHIP BREWING
LE MINI MACARON
LEVEL UP FITNESS

LUCKY CHICK
MIND & MATTER CANDLES

NATALIE JANIS
PAIGE BERTY

PEQUANNOCK TOWNSHIP GIRLS SCOUTS
POST DOC BREWING

PRENELOVE
PRESS SELTZER

QUILTLOVE
RICHARD ROSENTHAL

ROCKERS FOR KNOCKERS
THE SHADES OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

WITH MR. GABRIEL FLORES
SASS AT HOME

SILVERMOON BREWING
SOCK IT TO ME

THRIVE CAUSEMETICS
ULTA BEAUTY

WALTER T. BERGEN MIDDLE SCHOOL
WILDFIRE MAGAZINE

VMLY&R
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Our Team

Kara Frazier Corinne Christian Wendy Clifford Kayla Little
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George
Nguyen

Pamela
Long

Dennis
Quackenbush

Courtney
Burnett, MD

Peter
Nicholson

Maryann
Skaflestad

Keith
Kostzewski

Blanca
Cisneros
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